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ABSTRACT
This paper presents briefly some research works involved in the field of soil mechanics and rock mechanics and some part of actual
monitoring results on problems of the high earth-rock cofferdam in deepwater�the stability analyses of rock foundation of the gravity
dam and the high rock excavated slope of ship lock, the most challenging works in the civil engineering construction at TGP.
The high cofferdam, an earth rock dam with the height of about 90m, two concrete cut-off walls inserted at the body, is formed by
dropping the weathered granite in deep water (60m depth), and its density is quite loose. The stress and strain in walls are very
complicated and the construction work is also very difficult. Nevertheless, the practical result is very well, even beyond the expected.
The high rock slope of permanent ship lock has been excavated in rock mass, with the maximum height of 170m. The concern is
focused on the displacement and stability of the rock slope, as the deformation of slope is very much related to the safety of ship lock
operation. Different kinds of tests in field and numerical analysis are performed during the design, construction and even operation
period. The analysis results are proved to be reliable by the actual deformation measurements during ship lock excavation.
The stability of rock foundation of the gravity dam has been comprehensively studied by means of the rock mechanical tests,
numerical analysis and the large scale of geological mechanics model test. The actual situations of the dam are working well up to
now.
All those results are very important to Three Gorges Project, and also will be significant to other dams as well.
RÉSUMÉ
Cet article présente en résumé les recherches sur la mécanique des sols et des roches et aussi sur construction monitoring dans le
Trois-Gorges Project. L’accent est mis aux problèmes sur le haut cofferdam en sol-roche, l’analyse de stabilité de fondation rocheuse
du barrage, la stabilité de hautes pentes artificielle d’écluses de navire excavatées dan un rocher etc. Tous ces problèmes sont un grand
défi du génie civil pour TGP.
Le cofferdam est un barrage en sol-roche haut à 90m,formé par abandant de sable de weathered granite mise sous 60m d’eau et en
basse densité. Deux murs d’étancheité en béton sont incerrés dans le cofferdam, sa complexe distribution de contrainte et deformation
et la difficile construction techniques sont systematiquement étudiée. Résults se sont trouvés parfait quant à l ‘opperation.
Excavatée dan un rocher, la haute pente rocheuse artificielle d’écluses de navire a hauteur de 170m. As la deformation de pente
contrôle directement la sécurité de l’opération, le déplacemrnt et la stabilité locale de pente sont parmi les problèmes
principaux. Nombreux tests au chantier et modélisation numérique par diverses méthodes sont éffectués dès l’étape de projet
jusqu’à la mise en opération. Les résultats de modélisation numérique coincident relativement bien à la déformation mesurée à vraie
condition d’opération.
La stabilité de fondation rocheuse du barrage est étudiée en détail pour plusieur sections. Des tests, des simulations numériques et
surtout de modélisation géomécanique par modèle réduit à grande taille ont été complétés. Ces études le bon fonctionnement du
barrage au niveau actuel :
Tous ces résultats se sont montrés tres important pour TGP, ils pourront égallement s’appliquer aux autre traveaux.
1 INTRODUCTION
To build a large dam at Three Gorges area of the Yangtze River
was a dream of Chinese people for several generations It was
Dr. Sun Yat-sen who firstly suggested to build the Three
Gorges Project(TGP) The first practical step to realizing the
dream was taken into consideration in the early fifties last
century. Since then, a large amount of research work related
to geotechnical problems was carried out. The plan of this
project was approved by the National People’s Congress in
April 1992 and the construction work began after that. Up to
now, the 2nd stage construction work has been completed and
the several units of generator have been put in operation.
The Three Gorges Project (TGP), the largest hydro-project
currently in the world, is located at Sandouping Town in the
city of Yichang, Hubei province, China, 38km upstream of
Gezhouba Dam Project. The TGP is consists of the concrete
gravity dam, the powerhouses at the both sides of dam, and the
navigation facilities�a multi-steps ship lock and a great scale of
ship lift, located at the left bank of river, as shown in Figure 1.

The dam is a concrete gravity structure, with the crest length
of about 2309m, the elevation of dam crest is 185m. The
spillway is arranged at the center part of the dam for
discharging the flood of Yangtze River. As well known, the
flood control is the first important role for the middle and lower
reaches of the Yangtze valley. After the project built, the flood
control standard will be raised from 10-year to 100-year for the
downstream Jingjiang area, where it is the most serious region
threatened by Yangtze flood. Two powerhouses are disposed at
the both sides of dam, 14 units and 12 units of generators, with
the capacity of 700MW for each unit in the left and right
powerhouse respectively. The total capacity of generators is
18200MW. Moreover, these powerhouses are planed to be the
center base for the state electrical-net of the whole country. The
navigation facilities, for the purpose of passenger passing and
goods transportation, include a great ship lift (the greatest one
in the world) and a permanent ship-lock. With these navigation
facilities completed, the navigation condition between Yichang
city and Chongqing city will be conspicuously improved, and
the 10000t-fleet can reach the Chongqing port. The construction
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is devided into three phases, in total, 17 years. The first turbine
generator unit has been put in operation in June 2003.
As an integrated unit for planning and design of TGP,
Changjiang Water Resources Commission was engaged in
investigation, research, planning, and design of TGP for more
than 40 years. With a lot of technical challenges well solved,
this huge project has been approached to completion.
Geotechnical engineering challenges include high deep-water
cofferdam during the second construction stage, high rock slope
of the ship lock, and stability against sliding in deep foundation
of the dam. In this paper, some relevant research works are
briefly presented.

April 1996,and the cut-off wall started to be constructed on
September 20,1996,and whole cofferdam was completed in
March 1999. On July 2, 1998,immediately after Stage �,
upstream wall had just been completed and when Stage �
downstream wall was still being in construction, a major flood
occurred at the dam site, and after then, six major floods
occurred successively. During these flood season, this
cofferdam had been working well and safe. The cofferdam
started to be removed in November 2001, after 4 years good
service. The removal work was completed in May 2002.
Difficult technical problems of Stage � upstream
cofferdam are as follow:
( a ) Large earth-rock work and, short construction period
The maximum earth-rock fill intensity is about 3 million
m3/month, and construction intensity of the cut-off wall is
15000 m2/month.
( b ) Difficult working condition
The maximum water depth in the working area is up to 60m.
The resulting density of dumped material will be very loose,
and consequently, the stress and strain of cofferdam is very
complicated.

Figure 1. Sketch layout plan of TGD

2 HIGH DEEP-WATER EARTH-ROCK COFFERDAM
2.1 Structure and technical difficulties
In the light of hydrological, topographic and geologic
conditions at the dam site, as well as the project layout features
and navigable requirements during construction period,
three-stage river diversion option is adopted, in which the Stage
� cofferdam is one of the most challenging structures in TGP,
and its design and construction are very difficult.
The Stage � up-stream cofferdam has a crest length of
1440m and maximum height of 82.5m. In fact, it is a large
earth-rock dam. The cofferdam’s final design concept is to form
the cofferdam body by dumping the weathered granite sand and
rock debris into 60m deep flow water, and two rows of plastic
concrete cut-off wall with the thickness of 1.0m, extending into
the slightly weathered rock foundation of 1.0m in depth, are
installed in the cofferdam body. In the upper part, the cut-off
wall is continued by a composite geo-membrane sheet to reach
the top of wall, in order to form a completeness seepage control
system of dam. The typical cofferdam section at river channel is
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2.Typical cross section of Stage� upstream cofferdam

Stage � upstream cofferdam started to be constructed in
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( c ) Complicated geology condition
Foundation rock is granite. The over-burden of the river
consists of 10m thick layer of sand gravel and newly
sedimentation layer of silty and fine sand, up to 18m thick.
Completely weathered rock covered at the wide area of dam site
with a thickness up to 40m. In the over-burden, there are some
large spherical rock blocks, 1~3m in diameter, resulting in high
permeability layer, which makes the seepage control very
difficult.
( d ) Poor fill material for cofferdam body and no impermeable
materials for seepage control structure
In the site, only weathered sand is available for cofferdam body.
This material has poor engineering properties, the particles are
easy to break.
Because of the technical problems mentioned above, Stage
� upstream cofferdam becomes one of key works of TGP. In
research process, many alternatives were compared, and finally,
the reliable, reasonable and feasible option was selected, as
shown in Figure 2. The practice has shown that the above
selection is very successful. The measured seepage discharge
in-situ is only 65 l/s, far less than expected by design. In
addition, the cofferdam withstood flood in 1998 without
making any trouble.
2.2 Research topic
Research topics for Stage �cofferdam include:
( a ) Study on properties of fill materials
Fill materials include the weathered sand, rock debris and filter
material. The density of dumped cofferdam body with
weathered sand under 60m deep water is an important
parameter for cofferdam design, and must be predicted.
( b ) Study on structural form of cofferdam
In 1959, dumping test was carried out at the site by artificially
dumping the weathered sand into 6m deep water, and the
resulting dry density of dumped body is very low, only
1.40~1.45 t/m3. Such result was unexceptable for cofferdam
design. Because of this, conceptional study about cofferdam
almost had no progress for many years. Late in the 1980’s,
Yangtze River Scientific Research Institute made use of the
centrifugal model test to solve this difficult problem, and
resulted density for such case is 1.65~1.83t/m3. Using this result,
the conceptual design of cofferdam was carried out. Further
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( d ) Study on properties and treatment of over-burden in river
The burden at Stage � upstream cofferdam location consists
of the sand gravel layer and new silty fine sand layer deposited
after Gezhouba Project built. Studies were focused on the
dynamic characteristics and seepage stability of the silty fine
sand layer.
( e ) Study on construction method and equipment
Construction of Stage � cofferdam has many features, such as
60m deep water, installing plastic concrete walls in 70m high
dumped weathered sand cofferdam body, seepage control
treatment in spherical rock block zone, et al. All solutions for
these problems were achieved through a lot of research works.

( a ) Density
The densities of dumped weathered sand body were determined
firstly by use of the centrifugal model test in Yangtze River
Scientific Research Institute, China. The resulting dry density is
about 1.65~1.83t/m3, depending on depth, as shown in Figure 3.
From Fig.3, the correlation between dry density and overburden
load was obtained. For the same overburden load, the dry
density obtained from the correlation curve is basically
consistent with the measured result from core sample taken at
stage I cofferdam, for example, corresponding to 20m depth,
both of them are 1.77t/m3. It shows that the dry density
obtained from centrifugal model test is creditable.
( b ) Constitutive relation
Parameters of the constitutive model for weathered sand are
influenced by initial density, graduation and degree of weather,
some parameters of Duncan model are shown in Fig.4. From
Fig.4, it may be seen that there exists very good correlation
between Duncan model’s parameters and the dumped
weathered sand density. It is suggested that density and
constitutive model of dumped weathered sand can be defined in
three zones, namely above-water roller-compacted zone,
underwater dumped zone above elevation 40m, and underwater
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Figure 3 Dumped weathered sand body’s dry density as a function of
depth
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2.3 Main research results
2.3.1 Properties of fill materials
One of main fill material, the weathered granite sand, is very
unstable in graduation and nonhomogeneous in quality. In
addition, because of dumping into 60m deep water, the initial
density of dumped material in cofferdam body is difficult to
determine. For this reason, mechanical property tests were
carried out on fill materials of various place, graduations and
densities. The testing methods include centrifugal model,
triaxial compression (�50m), seepage pressure consolidation
(laminated ring type, specimen �50cm�h100cm),and plane
strain shear test(specimen sizes 80cm�80cm�40cm). In this
paper, the results of density and constitutive relation are
presented.
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( c ) Study on cut-off wall materials
The wall materials of interest are referred to plastic concrete,
mainly made of cement, clay or bentonite, and weathered sand
or rock debris, with certain admixture additivated. A lot of mix
proportion tests were conducted in order to achieve a concrete
with high strength, low elastic modulus, and high
impermeability.

dumped zone below elevation 40m. Comparison between
numerical analysis and observed results, described later, shows
that the resulting constitutive relations of fill material are
suitable.

��������

more, by making the detailed comparison of several important
factors: normal or plastic concrete for cut-off wall; the thickness
of wall; single or double wall for the highest section in deep
river trench; the composite geomembrane sheet used at upper
part of cut-off wall; the construction order of front and back
cut-off wall; et al., the design scheme for stage � cofferdam
was finally decided.
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Figure 4 Correlation between weathered sand’s dry density and Duncan
model’s parameters K�n

2.3.2 Optimization of the form of cofferdam section
The optimization work of the cofferdam were made mainly by
means of the finite element analysis on stress and seepage flow
states of the cofferdam, and the centrifugal model tests as well.
In each construction stage, the results of numerical analysis
played an important guide role in decision making for the
cofferdam. Studies and optimization on Stage � cofferdam
were lasted for more than 15 years, and more than 10
constitutive models were compared. As a whole, computed
results using double yield surfaces elastic-plastic model are
relatively reasonable. Computed and measured values of
horizontal displacement of front cut-off wall are shown in
Figure 5. It may be seen that computed results are basically
reasonable. Practice of numerical analysis for Stage �
cofferdam shows that sensitivity analysis of various influence
factors is more significant than giving absolute values of stress
and deformation, as far as the engineering problem is
concerned.
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Figure 5

Horizontal displacement of front cut-off wall

2.3.3 Materials for cut-off wall
On the basis of numerical analysis, it was decided that the
plastic concrete would be used for the cut-off wall, and the
required properties index are as follows: compression strength
R28 is 4~5 MPa , and ratio of initial tangent modulus to
compression strength is less than 250, and seepage coefficient is
less than 10-7 cm/s.In that case, there is no plastic concrete with
these characteristics used for any project at home and abroad in
past. Thus, large efforts had to be made to achieve such a
material.
Study on plastic concrete for the cut-off wall lasted 10 years.
In mix proportion design, advanced uniform design theory was
used, and optimum seeking tests to mix proportion were
conducted at three factors and ten levels. On this basis, ANN
model of relation between raw material contents and
mechanical property indexes was established using artificial
neural network technique, and corresponding diagrams were
drawn. These diagrams may be used to arbitrarily select a mix
proportion of raw materials. These research results have been
successfully used at the site, achieving the purpose of low cost,
convenient working and required quality, i.e. the ratio of initial
tangent modulus to compression strength within 200~250.
In 2001, Stage � upstream cofferdam started to be
removed after it served for the TGP construction for more than
four years. During its removal period, core samples were taken
from the cut-off wall and laboratory tests were carried out. The
results of compression strength and elastic modulus are shown
in Figure 6. From that, it may be seen that the measured data are
not very scattered, the values of strength and modulus is
increasing a little than before, with time, however, the ratio of
modulus to strength is basically standing the same as initial.
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3 . 1 The situation and problems
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Compression strength vs initial tangent modulus of soft

The dam will be situated mainly on fresh or slightly weathered
granite and partly on the rock mass of low weakly weathered
zone. Therefore, in general there is no serious stability problem
of the dam foundation. However, as a gravity dam, it should be
usually checked for sliding stability along the concrete/rock
interface. Actually, this is a problem of the shear strength
characteristics of the interface. since the early 80’s last century,
large quantities of laboratory and field tests have been
conducted to determine these characteristics. On the basis of the
data obtained great efforts have been made for applying higher
parameters in the design for the purpose of reducing volume of
concrete required for the dam stability.
Besides, there are some groups of gently inclined joints,
densely distributed in some parts of the bedrock, among which
the foundation of the left powerhouse dam sections is the most
important one. According to the preliminary investigation there
are 39 small faults and 210 joints with lower angles (less than
30�) in the dam rock foundation area. The length of which is
about 10 to 20m in general, some can be longer than 30m. In
the foundation of power units no. 1 to no. 5, the lower angle
joints are particularly densely crowded. The overall linear
continuity of the joints varies in the range of 11.5�12.6�.
Because of the topography, these dam sections are to be
constructed at a higher elevation of about 98�110m, but the
downstream powerhouse has to be sited at an elevation as low
as 24.9m. Thus, rock slopes of 63 to 85m high are to be formed,
and these lower angle joints are likely to cut through the slope
surface. Recognition of the importance of this problem lasted a
long period of time, and its solution takes a great deal of
investigation and research works. A brief introduction for
research works about this issue is given herein below.
3.2 Numerical modeling method
There are totally three stages for the FEM analysis of the dam
rock foundation, initial studies in 1985, preliminary design
stage in the beginning of 90’s and the further studies after
commencement of the project. A two-dimensional linear and
non-linear FEM analysis of the dam cross section at power unit
no.3, a two-dimensional non-linear FEM analysis of the dam
section at power unit no.5 and a three-dimensional linear FEM
analysis for three dam sections which are from power unit no.2
to power unit no.4 have been conducted separately at different
design stages.
The typical geological idealization of the dam foundation for
FEM analysis is shown in Figure 7. In the cross section, two
parallel potential sliding planes with the dipping angle of 22�
were considered in the foundation. In each of them, a major
joint of 30m long was supposed as well. Three possible
positions of these joints have been presumed. Smaller joints
were simulated as a single joint element distributed evenly in
the intact rock elements with a length of 3.5m or 3.7m for
sliding planes I and � respectively.
The results by linear FEM analysis show that despite of the
low angle joints the dam foundation as a whole is stable with
safety factor of 2.7 to 3.5 as the weighted average of those for
all the elements along the sliding planes.
After considering the effects of “rock bridge”, the intact
rock between joints, numerical modeling shows that the “rock
bridge” would provide much larger shear resistance than that in
the above stated analysis. The weighted average method to deal
the joints is tended to be conservative.

Results by non-linear FEM analysis show that the dam is, in
general, stable along the presumed siding planes. It seems that
the safety margins would be slightly higher than that obtained
in the 2-D elastic analysis.
Three-dimensional analysis shows that adjacent dam blocks
greatly contribute to the dam safety.

Figure 7 The typical dam cross section at unit no. 5

It is concluded that only major low angle joints longer than
10m would affect the dam foundation stability significantly.
Most of these major joints have plane and slightly rough
surfaces, with a dip angle ranged in 25��27�. They are filled
with epidote and /or feldspar and well bonded. There would be
one such low angle joint in each of 9m depth at the average. But
they are distributed very unevenly. The highest density falls in
the area of the dam section at power unit no.3.
On the basis of above special investigations, several most
possible sliding surfaces in the dam foundation on rock slope
have been determined for each power unit. These potential
siding surfaces were composed of one or more major low angle
joints in the foundation rock mass, connected with each other
by rock bridges and/or high angle joints. For different potential
sliding surfaces, different limited equilibrium methods were
used to calculate the safety margins of the dam foundation. The
results show that the safety factor is greater than 2.5 at the most
unfavorable condition when the down stream power house is
not considered to resist the sliding part and no rock bridge
existed between sliding joints, and is more than 4.0 at normal
conditions.

3.3 Physical modeling

3.5 Final decision

In the preliminary design stage and in the stage after
commencement of the project, geomechanical model tests were
conducted in different stages to verify the results of
mathematical modeling and to take an overall view of the
stability problem of the dam.
In the preliminary design stage, a large 3D geomechanical
model test was arranged. The area of model covered the whole
left power house dam sections of about 1000m�645m with a
scale of 1:150. The influences of low angle joints, the stability
of the downstream rock slopes and the problem of differential
deformation between dam blocks were studied.
Two major faults, F7 and F23, and a group of high angle
joints, in addition to the lower angle ones, were simulated in the
model foundation.
In the stage of commencement of the project, a two
dimensional geomechanical test of dam section at the power
unit no.3 and a further study on a three dimensional
geomechanical model of three dam sections from power no.2 to
no. 4, with the newly reviewed sliding surfaces, were
constructed to verify the results of corresponding analysis of
FEM.
In all cases studied, the safety margin of the dam foundation
against sliding along the interface between the dam and rock is
larger than along low angle joints. The test results, in general,
conform to those of the numerical modeling. At the normal
design load the rock mass in the foundation, including the joints,
is under elastic state. When hydraulic load applied to the
upstream face of the dam reached 1.8 times of the normal load,
the plastic deformations appear. Integral failur of the model
occurs at the 3.5 times of the normal load (two dimensional
model at the power unit no.3)

As the results of above stated investigation and analyses, the
stability of the dam foundation at power unit no.1 to no.5 under
the influence of low angle joint is considered to be safe under
the design loads. The rock mass below the toe of dam is to be
reinforced with prestressed anchorage, in order to reduce
possible
deformation
and
yield
zones.
Extensive
instrumentation to the rock slope foundation is implemented to
monitor closely the behavior of rock mass and the structure on
it. The foundation design has been accepted.
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A detailed geological investigation and stability analysis
by equilibrium method

After commencement of the project, extensive rock excavation
was undergoing. Numerous low angle joints and faults were
discovered along some of the exposed rock surfaces in the area
of left power house dam sections. In order to evaluate more
clearly the slow angle joint condition, an additional special
investigation for the area of the left power house dam sections
was arranged from 1995 to 1997. This includes 29 very densely
located bore-holes with advanced drilling techniques, bore-hole
camera logging and comprehensive examination and analysis of
cores and data obtained by qualified geologists.

4 ROCK SLOPE STABILITY PROBLEMS OF THE PERMANENT SHIP LOCK
4 . 1 The permanent ship lock and the high rock slope
The permanent ship lock is a double way and 5 steps
continuous one. Including the upstream and downstream
approaching channels, the total length is 6442m, in which the
shiplock itself is 1607m. For the each lock chamber, the net size
is 280m�34m�5m. The whole ship lock is located in a huge
deep track excavated at mountain area of left bank of the
Yangtze River. The total amount of rock excavation work is
nearly 50 million m3.
With the large amount of excavation work, the high rock
slope, the general height of 120m to 160m, especially the
maximum height of 170m, adjacent to the lock gate of third step
and extended about 400m along the ship lock axis, become one
of the key problems for the TGP construction. Moreover, it has
been attracting extensive attentions in civil engineering field.
Owing to the importance and to be used frequently, the ship
lock should be very careful for its designing and construction.
Naturally, it is necessary to ensure lower risk and high
reliability during operating period. Persistent efforts have been
made to meet the requirements of design and construction since
the early 80’s. Many research works, such as extensive
geological investigation, rock mechanics tests and field
measurements, numerical and physical modeling and
optimization of reinforcement measures for rock mass, et al
were studies continuously and in detail.
4 . 2 Possible failure modes of the high rock slope
It is recognized that there are five possible failures for the rock
slope of permanent ship lock. Each of them has to be studied
individually.
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( 1 ) The monolithic instability
Its behavior would impact on the stability of the whole rock
slope. Sliding along major discontinuities of the second and
third grades in dimensions could cause monolithic instability.
( 2 ) Local instability of rock slope
There are partly positioned and random rock blocks, formed by
the intersection of joints of the fourth and fifth grades in
dimensions. They have only local influences on the slope
stability.
( 3 ) Cracking and loosening in the zone of the slope surface
The stress relief and concentration in the slope caused by
excavation will induce large yield zones with tension and
tension-shear stresses. In these yield zones joints would be
opened, extended and linked up. New tension and shear cracks
would appear. The loosening of rock mass would affect the
slope stability.
( 4 ) Instability of loose materials in upper part of the slope
The upper part of the slope is mostly consisted of the
completely and strongly weathered rock mass. The failure
modes of this part slope should be different compared with its
lower part.
( 5 ) Long- term stability in operation period of the ship lock
The rheologic properties of rock mass, especially for the joints,
and water loading acting on rock mass would affect the
long-term slope stability.

Key block analysis, combined with statistical method for
data processing, was used to predict the types (shapes) and
possible maximum sizes of the partly positioned and random
unstable blocks. The results of analysis show that there would
be 16 types of partly positioned movable blocks, several
hundreds cubic meters or less in volume each. Most of them
would be stable, but for those that would appear on the rock
mound, separating two lock chambers, would be unstable.
There would be some randomly distributed rock blocks, formed
by joints with a length less than 10m, but they are very small
with a volume of 10 cubic meters or so. In order to ensure
safety of these types of blocks during excavation of shiplocks,
bolts and shotcrete for detected unstable blocks should be put
properly and timely.
( 3 ) Instability of loose materials in completely and strongly
weathered zones
Results show that the failure of the upper sections of the slope
in completely and strongly weathered rock mass performs
sliding and collapse modes in small scales, controlled by
discontinuities. Optimizing excavation procedures and blasting
techniques could ensure the stability of these slope sections.
4.4 Rock slope design
As the results of all the efforts conducted, a reliable layout of
the high rock slopes for the shiplock has been optimized and
accepted finally, shown in Figure 8.
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4 . 3 Main remarks on rock slope stability
( 1 ) Numerical modeling
Different numerical modeling approaches in two-dimensional
and three-dimensional have been conducted in each design
stages. The results show that there would be rebound
deformations during the unloading process of excavation in all
cases. The deformation of upper part of the slope would be
larger than that of its lower part. The maximum value of the
horizontal displacements would be in the range of 17�28mm,
and that of the vertical displacements, in the range of
20�28mm.
In most parts of the slope there are yield zones distributed in
the surface areas of the slopes, triangle or rectangle in form, and
stretching towards the mountain. The length of some of these
yield zones could reach 30m. Especially large yield zones are to
be formed in the upper part and the two sides of rock mound,
separating two lock chambers. They could occupy more than a
half of the cross section area of the rock mound. Small
compression-shear yield zones appear at the bottom of lock
chamber walls.
( 2 ) Rock block stability in the rock slope
Block theory, as the main method, was employed to analyze the
block stability problems of the rock slope in view of the
excavation of the ship lock. Blocks appeared in the rock slope
are divided into three types, positioned blocks formed usually
by discontinuities of third grade in dimension, partly positioned
blocks and random blocks.
Investigation and studies prior to the commencement of the
shiplock excavation show that integrity of rock mass on the
whole is fairly good. Discontinuous surfaces of large scales are
few and well bonded. All their trends are at an angle of more
than 30� and their dip angle large than 50�. There would be
several position determined rock blocks, formed by intersection
of two sets of discontinuities of third grade in dimensions of
more than 50m, with block volumes up to 70�103m3. Analysis
on their stability indicates that their safety factors are normally
larger than 1.5.
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Figure 8 A typical section of the high rock slope with rock
reinforcement

4.5 Stability validation of shiplocks slopes
The rock excavations of the permanent ship lock began in 1994,
and ended in October 1999. By June 2002, all relevant
construction works of the permanent ship lock had been
finished completely. By June 2003, the double way permanent
ship lock has been put under operation to the public.
Based on the measurement results of the safety monitoring
in the period of construction, usually, rock mass located in
completely and strongly weathered zones show a much larger
displacements than that in slightly and fresh rock zones after
complete excavation of the ship lock. The horizontal
displacements in the Y direction, which is perpendicular to the
axis of ship lock, are usually larger than 30mm in completely
and strongly weathered zones. The maximum value measured is
57.84mm in completely and strongly weathered zones, and
45.93mm in slightly and fresh rock zones. On the top of vertical
ship lock walls, displacements in Y direction are normally less
than 20mm, and their maximum value is 33.62mm.
The rock mound, separating ship lock chambers, shows a
rebound deformation tendency during excavation of the ship
lock. The maximum rebounding displacement is 23.63mm.
Rock block problems have been treated as a main issue
during excavation of the ship lock. Based on the geological
investigation at construction time, there are 790 rock blocks
appeared in vertical walls of ship lock. Among them there are

329 blocks with their volume greater than 100m3, and 52 blocks
greater than 1000m3. For blocks with volume greater than
100m3, their stability analysis and the possible reinforcement
have been conducted separately.
The permanent ship lock slope during its excavation shows a
stable state in a whole scale except some local block problems
as anticipated in the design stage. This conforms to conclusions
achieved during the design stages.
5 CONCLUSION
The construction of the TGP started in November 1992. The
second stage of its construction, with a successful service of the
upstream confferdam, was finished in 2003. Since then, the
permanent ship lock has been putting into operation to the
public. The concrete gravity dam is stable at the 135m water
level of the reservoir in the period of the third construction
stage. Although there will be continuous studies about
geotechnical problems in the TGP, the engineering practice has
proved that the research works, associated with the upstream
confferdam, the concrete dam foundation and the high rock
slope of the permanent ship lock, show a successful
achievement in the field of soil mechanics and rock mechanics
and their application to TGP.
TGP is the largest project in the world at present. The
scientific research and design work of the project behaviors a
process of mutual intelligent inspiration between scientists and
engineers, a process of combining advanced science with
technology, and a process of overcoming various technical
challenges. In this paper, only main research results about
geotechnical engineering problems of TGP, which have been
solved properly by using laboratory and in-site tests and
numerical analysis. are briefly presented.
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